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                     REMINGTON LIGHTING WAS BACK AT BDNY AT NEW YORK’S JACOB JAVITS CENTER THIS NOVEMBER. 

Taking inspiration from the recent project with the Yorktown Hotel, Tapestry Collection by Hilton, this year’s booth showcased many of the styles that can be found at that posh Pennsylvania location. That project brought Remington’s lighting to the entire hotel, including the guest rooms, the Davidson Lobby Bar and the Graham Rooftop Lounge.

2023, marked another awesome year that Remington presented our products at BDNY and its strong ties to the interior design community. We partnered with six great companies for the annual BDNY Passport challenge. Attendees who visited all 6 booths during the show and collected each company’s stamp were entered in a drawing to win prizes. Six lucky winners were chosen and received prizes including Apple and travel gift cards, luggage and Christian Louboutin shoes.

Seeing the lighting fixtures online is one thing, but viewing the lighting in person is a completely different experience and it’s part of why we make the effort to meet with our clients at BDNY.

[image: Remington Lighting's Booth at BDNY 2023 at New York's Jacob Javtis Center.] 
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                    Featured Project

                    The Yorktowne Hotel, Tapestry Collection by Hilton

                    
                        The Yorktown Hotel, Tapestry Collection by Hilton refreshed it’s rooms, as well as the Davidson Lobby Bar and the Graham Rooftop Lounge.
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                    Featured Designer

                    Beatrice Girelli

                    
						Beatrice Girelli RIBA, Italian Architectural Board Certification and License, NCIDQ 018365, is principal designer and design spirit of Los Angeles based Indidesign.

A “Wave of the Future 2007” international honoree, one of the most interesting and promising design talents in hospitality, Beatrice has more than fulfilled that promise with award winning design projects on four continents for major hospitality corporations and private owners.

Earning a Masters Degree in Architecture at the University of Rome, La Sapienza, specializing in Historic Preservation/Restoration, Beatrice is NCIDQ certified, a member of ASID, IIDA and retains professional architectural licenses in Italy and the UK.  Her debut on the world design stage was unveiled with the acclaimed renovation of the Grand Hyatt Singapore.

The emphasis of her work and of her firm is luxury hotel design.  The designs are inspired by her Italian DNA that architectural gestures must interact with their history and surroundings, as well as enriched through extensive research. This duality leads to innovative solutions for projects in a range of aesthetics, respecting operational and technical requirements to ensure ultimate success.   Beatrice and her team invest significant effort in understanding culture and capturing nuances unique to the place, making decisions both instinctively and determined from a research-driven methodology which organically leads to a uniquely fitting narrative for each project.

Beatrice and Indidesign have collaborated with Remington for nearly 10 years on range of luxury resort and city center hospitality projects including the Palace Hotel San Francisco Luxury Collection, Westin Maui, Westin Hapuna, Hilton Waikoloa, Hilton Hokulani, Hilton Grand Islander, Hyatt LaJolla, Grand Hyatt San Francisco, Hyatt Centric Long Beach, and HGI Waikiki.
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                    Remington | Bespoke Lighting

From its entrepreneurial startup in Philadelphia in 1932, the same year the iconic PSFS building opened its doors in Philadelphia, Remington Lighting has grown into a national leader in luxury lighting for the hospitality industry. We are a full-service interior lighting design and manufacturing company dedicated to helping interior designers, global brands, and hospitality owners bring their visions to life through our collaboration and customer service.

Founded in 1932 by Dan Denenberg, an immigrant sweeping the floors of a Philadelphia lamp shade factory, Remington grew into a full service bespoke lighting company supplying the nation’s finest retailers & hotels in the 1940s.  By the 1970s, leading hotel brands recognized Remington’s quality and value as an ideal fit for their luxury and full service properties. Remington expanded as a partner with major hotel brands.

As a luxury hotel lighting company, we offer custom designs for upscale hotel brands as well as high quality program standards for leading hotel brands.

We produce bespoke lighting for most interior spaces, including wall lamps, ceiling fixtures, corridor entry lighting, floor lamps, reading lamps, table lamps and more. We focus primarily on the needs of hospitality clients and provide custom hotel lighting designs for North America’s leading hotel brands.

We work with interior designers and hospitality purchasers to bring innovative lighting designs to life. Designers can browse through our extensive portfolio of custom hotel lighting online for inspiration or develop a completely original vision for their space for Remington to bring to life. Remington provides design, manufacturing and logistical services to assist designers and hospitality purchasers from the drawing board to the finished product. Our experienced team of experts are available to help your lighting design become a reality.

For our brand standard programs, we manufacture and stock standard designs that fully embody brand specifications based on longtime partnerships with North America’s leading hospitality brands.

We offer bespoke designs for your upscale hotel lighting projects.  From guestrooms, to public spaces, to program standards we can turn your project into a work of art.  Our experienced team is available to make your lighting design ideas become a reality. We work with interior designers to create beautiful lighting to compliment your unique aesthetic design. We are open and here to help in any way we can. Contact us today to get started!

Get Started
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